Late Triassic and Early Jurassic bedrock in the Newark basin is pervasively fractured as a result of Mesozoic rifting of the east-central North American continental margin. Tectonic rifting imparted systematic sets of steeply-dipping, en échelon, Mode I, extension fractures in basin strata including ordinary joints and veins. These fractures are arranged in transitional-tensional arrays resembling normal dip-slip shear zones. They contributed to crustal stretching, sagging, and eventual faulting of basin rift deposits. Extension fractures display progressive linkage and spatial clustering that probably controlled incipient fault growth. They cluster into three prominent strike groups correlated to early, intermediate, and late-stage tectonic events reflecting about 50–60°/C14 of counterclockwise rotation of incremental stretching directions. Finite strain analyses show that extension fractures allowed the stretching of basin strata by a few percent, and these fractures impart stratigraphic dips up to a few degrees in directions opposing fracture dips. Fracture groups display three-dimensional spatial variability but consistent geometric relations. Younger fractures locally cut across and terminate against older fractures having more complex vein-cement morphologies and bed-normal folds from stratigraphic compaction. A fourth, youngest group of extension fractures occur sporadically and strike about E–W in obliquely inverted crustal blocks. A geometric analysis of overlapping fracture sets shows how fracture groups result from incremental rotation of an extending tectonic plate, and that old fractures can reactivate with oblique slip components in the contemporary, compressive stress regime.

1. Introduction

Steeply-dipping (>60°) to vertical extension fractures, including common joints, are ubiquitous in Early Mesozoic strata in the Newark basin. This article examines the morphology, mineralogy, and spatial distribution of these fractures in outcrop and the shallow subsurface in the New Jersey part of the basin. It demonstrates that steeply- dipping joints are primary structures developed throughout the basin’s history, resulting in stretching, sagging, and eventual faulting of accumulating crustal deposits in the rift basin. Fracture characteristics reflect early Mesozoic tectonic evolution of the basin, portrayed here to stem from systematic, basin-wide stress changes on the developing continental margin.

Recent subsurface mapping using a digital optical televiewer in bedrock water wells has provided unprecedented access to the three-dimensional geometry and spatial distribution of these fracture systems and corroborates structural observations and measurements made in outcrop. A brief review of the geological setting precedes the discussion aimed at defining, classifying, and describing the fractures and their tectonic implications. Their physical properties are characterized using outcrop and hand sample relationships, microscopic petrography, and regional maps that emphasize fracture geometry and the spatial distribution of fracture sets. Coverage of other fracture systems dipping at gentle-to moderate angles and stemming from post-rifting tectonic compression and inversion, exhumation, erosion, glacial rebound, and weathering is beyond the scope of this paper.

2. Geological setting

The Newark basin is one of a series of tectonic rift basins of Mesozoic age formed on the eastern North American plate margin during the breakup of the supercontinent Pangea preceding formation of the Atlantic Ocean basin. It covers about 7500 km² and extends from southern New York across New Jersey and into southeastern Pennsylvania (Fig. 1). The basin is filled with Upper Triassic to Lower Jurassic sedimentary and igneous bedrock that is fractured, faulted, tilted, and locally folded (see summaries in Schlische, 1992, 2003; Olsen et al., 1996a).

Various tectonic models invoking multiple phases of ‘rifting’, ‘shifting’, and ‘drifting’ have been proposed to account for the
physical relationships observed in Mesozoic rift basins throughout the eastern continental margin of North America (Sanders, 1963; Lindholm, 1978; Manspeizer and Cousminer, 1988; Swanson, 1986; de Boer and Clifford, 1988; Hutchinson and Kligord, 1988; Lucas et al., 1988; Schlische and Olsen, 1988; Schlische, 1993, 2003). Based on these works, rifting in the Newark basin region probably began during the Middle Triassic and intensified in the latest Triassic and into the earliest Jurassic as evidenced by widespread igneous activity and a marked increase in sediment-accumulation rates (de Boer and Clifford, 1988; Schlische, 1992). Tectonic deformation and synchronous sedimentation in the region continued into the Middle Jurassic, at which time extensional faulting and associated folding may have ceased. Some time afterwards, the basin began a period of post-rift contraction, uplift and erosion (basin inversion) similar to other Mesozoic rift basins on the eastern North American margin (de Boer and Clifford, 1988; Withjack et al., 1998; Olsen et al., 1992).

3. Definition, classification, and description

Extension fractures are crack discontinuities in rock that form perpendicular to the direction of maximum incremental stretching as a result of brittle or semi-brittle failure (Ramsay, 1980; Ramsey and Huber, 1983). Extension fractures classify as joints when their two sides show no visible differential displacement (Mode I tensile fractures of Pollard and Aydin, 1988), as healed joints when the fracture walls are completely or partially joined together by secondary crystalline minerals, or as tectonic veins when a considerable thickness (>1 mm) of secondary minerals fills fracture interstices (Ramsay and Huber, 1983). In the Newark basin, steeply-dipping (>60°) to vertical extension fractures have elliptical surfaces (Fig. 2a) that are commonly straight, planar, and continuous over a distance of a few meters (Fig. 2b.d). They display characteristic surface markings including plumose patterns, rib marks and hackles that reflect their tensile origin (Pollard and Aydin, 1988). Extension fractures are considered systematic when they occur in sets within which the fractures belonging to each set are parallel or subparallel to contemporary, horizontal, compressive tectonic stress directions determined from earthquake focal-plane solutions (C; Goldberg et al., 2003) and the azimuth of current tectonic plate motions (CPM; Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2008).
separation of fracture walls than joints and veins and have little or no associated secondary minerals filling interstices.

Steeply-dipping extension fractures in igneous and sedimentary rocks throughout the Newark Basin are mapped at, or near the land surface as ordinary joints because secondary minerals that formerly cemented space between fracture walls have been removed by mineral dissolution and erosion (Herman, 2001). In excavated and cored sedimentary bedrock sampled below the weathered zone (Fig. 4) fracture wall interstices are mostly cemented with secondary crystalline minerals (Lucas et al., 1988; Parnell and Monson, 1995; Herman, 2001). The secondary minerals include a variety of compositions and morphologies (Fig. 5) reflecting a locally variable and complex tectonic history. Vein-fill minerals include analcime, sodic feldspar (albite), potassium feldspar, calcite, gypsum, quartz, chlorite, epidote, pyrite, and relict hydrocarbons (bitumen) that generally reflect an evolved geochemical environment where early silica and carbonate cements were succeeded and locally replaced by later carbonate and sulfate cements including calcite and gypsum (Van Houten, 1964, 1965; Smoot and Olsen, 1994; Simonson and Smoot, 1994; Simonson and Smoot, 1994; Van de Kamp and Leak, 1996; El Tabakh et al., 1997, 1998).

Albite (Na-feldspar) is among the early group of diagenetic cements commonly found in the Stockton Fm. and veins in the Lockatong Fm. (Fig. 6a). Calcite most commonly cements fracture walls in the Passaic Fm. with mineral fibers aligned perpendicular to the fracture plane and meeting along a central suture line (Figs. 5a, c, 6b, and 7b). These veins result from crystal growth from the vein wall inward toward the vein center as a result of repeated midpoint

---

**Fig. 2.** Profile (a–c) and map (d) views of systematic, steeply-dipping extension fractures. These fractures are typically mapped in outcrop as joints. They dip at high angles to bedding, occur in sets with individual fractures having elliptical faces (a) and are arranged in subparallel, en échelon (stepped) alignment (b and d). They also commonly terminate against beds or abruptly change orientation and inter-fracture spacing in subjacent sedimentary strata having differing mechanical properties (c). Photos a and b shows joints in red mudstone of the Passaic Fm. Photo c is a benched excavation in massive-bedded red mudstone and siltstone. Photo d shows en échelon joints in the Lockatong Fm.

**Fig. 3.** Different joint sets commonly interact in outcrop with late fractures both cutting across and butting into earlier sets. Non-systematic ‘cross joints’ are oriented about normal to, occur between, and terminate against systematic extension fractures. Cross fractures are commonly curviplanar. (a) Shows a late joint set (S3) butting into an earlier (S1) set in gray argillite of the Lockatong Fm. (b) Shows two sets of crosscutting, systematic fractures and S2 cross joints in gray argillite of the Lockatong Fm. Brunton compass shown for scale in upper center view of bottom photo.
fracturing accompanying progressive dilation and crack-seal episodes (Durney and Ramsay, 1973; Groshong, 1988). Many of these veins have early albite grown on the fracture walls that are overgrown by calcite (Fig. 5a). Some fibrous calcite-filled veins display twinned calcite (Fig. 5a) from mechanical strain associated with either localized tectonic compression (Lomando and Engelder, 1984) or deep burial (El Tabakh and Schreiber, 1998). Other cements have curved and sheared fibers (Fig. 5c, and Lucas et al., 1988), indicating local rotations of the incremental stretching direction and late shearing. Complex vein-fill cements have composite vein morphologies with relict grains of albite and K-spar embedded in a matrix of mosaic calcite with intergrown pyrite and bitumen (Fig. 5b). Also common are veins of one strike set branching or spaying into a new strike orientation representative of later extensional phases (Fig. 6a). Early veins are locally crosscut and overprinted by later vein sets having a different strike orientation (Figs. 4c and 6b).

Gypsum-filled veins (Fig. 6c) represent a unique class of fracture for they cut across all earlier structures and are oriented sub-horizontal and therefore orthogonal to the aforementioned tectonic extension veins. These gypsum veins variably lack central sutures, have morphologies linked to episodic growth and linkage, but are late-stage veins that may have resulted from unloading and exhumation (El Tabakh et al., 1998) or perhaps, from late tectonic compression.

4. Distribution, geometry, and finite strain

Steeply-dipping extension fractures mapped in a 750-sq. km. area in the central part of the basin group into four strike maxima (Fig. 1). Three of these groups (S1–S3) have pronounced maxima striking subparallel to map traces of large normal faults. The S1 group includes fractures striking NE–SW (N36°–70° E) subparallel to the basin’s northwestern, faulted margin. A second (S2) group strikes NNE–SSW (N11°–N35° E) subparallel to the main segments of intrabasin faults in New Jersey and most Early Jurassic dikes in Pennsylvania (Fig. 1). A third group (S3) strikes N–S (N10°E–N20°W) subparallel to normal faults in Early Jurassic rocks cropping out in the eastern part of the basin (Monteverde and Volkert, 2005; Volkert, 2006a,b). S1 and S2 groups have pronounced strike maxima...
Fig. 5. Examples of vein-fill minerals and morphologies. Calcite fibers are locally curved and mechanically twinned and postdate early albite growths along the fracture walls (a). Sample from gray mudstone in the lower part of the Passaic Fm. Some veins (b) are filled with mosaic calcite crystals containing interspersed sulphides (pyrite) and hydrocarbons. Sample of gray mudstone, Rutgers deep core (Olsen et al., 1996a) at 685 m depth. Other veins (c) have straight calcite fibers oriented at high angles to fracture wall and localized shearing along the walls and vein sutures. (c) Shows vein cutting red mudstone under plane (left) and polarized (right) light.
of N36° – 50°E and N16° – 30°E respectively, in the center of the basin (Fig. 1). S1 through S3 fracture groups coexist with sets of coeval cross fractures so that many different fracture sets can mark a single location (Fig. 3). More commonly, only one or two steeply-dipping fracture sets are seen in any single outcrop (Fig. 2). The fourth (S3C) group of steeply-dipping extension fractures strike within a 40° sector ranging about E–W (Fig. 1). The SC3 group parallels S2 and S3 cross fractures, align with directions of contemporary, regional compressive stresses (Goldberg et al., 2003) and are more limited in their spatial distribution. Other gently to moderately dipping fractures sets scattered throughout the basin include mineralized shear fractures, cooling fractures in igneous dikes, sills, and basalt flows (Faust, 1978), and non-systematic fractures near the land surface developed from weathering, erosion, and unloading. The gently to moderately dipping shear fractures locally cut diabase intrusions and warped strata in faulted hanging walls. These fractures may partly stem from regional, late-stage tectonic compressions. Nevertheless, the S1 through S3 extension fractures are by far the most prevalent tectonic fracture sets in the basin and is the focus here.

S1 through S3 extension fractures show some similar geometric and spatial properties. For example, the surface area of extension-fracture walls, and the spacing between fractures measured normal to a fracture surface commonly decrease with the thickness of the fractured layer; a feature observed in sedimentary rocks elsewhere (Pollard and Aydin, 1988; Huang and Angelier, 1989; Narr and Suppe, 1991; Gross, 1993). Inter-fracture spacing, or fracture density, is measured normal to fracture walls and locally ranges from less than 1 fracture per meter to more than 50 fractures per meter near the trace of mapped faults (Herman, 1997). Fracture trace lengths of < 1–5 m are common in all bedrock units, and mechanical (fracture) layering in sedimentary strata commonly ranges from < 1 m to about 2 m thick (Fig. 2c).
subparallel veins displaying systematic, stepped geometry (Figs. 2b,d, 3a, 4c,g, 7a, 8 and 9). Curved country-rock bridges are commonly positioned between adjacent, isolated veins (Figs. 7 and 9a) or occur as remnant country-rock inclusions encased by secondary mineral cements from linkage and growth of fractures (Fig. 7b). Steeply-dipping sets of en échelon veins are locally arranged in conjugate arrays (Fig. 9) having the geometry of normal dip-slip shear zones (Type 2 arrays of Beach, 1975). As such, these fractures qualify as transitional-tensile fractures (Van der Pluijm and Marshak, 1997; Engelder, 1997) because individual cracks occur as Mode I (pure opening) features but act in concert to impart shear strains in layered strata. They form in a tectonic environment having principal sub-horizontal tension and sub-vertical principal compression (Fig. 9b). Their formation and growth as en échelon structures is a mechanism by which strata are stretched in both horizontal and vertical directions while imparting gentle stratigraphic dips in a direction normal and opposite to that of dipping fracture surfaces (Figs. 10–12). Stratigraphic dips resulting from transitional-tensile fracturing represents only a small percentage of current dip values (Fig. 12) that reflect many, cumulative strain processes including rotational slip on major faults and regional tilting accompanying basin inversion. Nevertheless, spaced sets of tectonic veins developed in the basin as a pervasive strain mechanism allowing a thick pile of heterogeneous layered rocks to simultaneously stretch and sag (Fig. 13). Tightly spaced swarms of veins probably served as loci for subsequent fault development in agreement with the reported dynamics of Type 2 en échelon cracks where crack arrays weakened a rock mass and later served to localize shear zones (Nicholson and Pollard, 1985).

Sedimentary bedding in Late Triassic rocks, igneous layering in Early Jurassic diabase and basalt and associated fractures are also being mapped using digital borehole televiewers (BTV) including both optical (OPTV) and acoustical varieties. Since 2001, the NJGS has acquired and analyzed stratigraphic layering and fracture orientations from more than 30 locations in the basin including over 120 wells (Herman, 2006a). BTV records are of 6- and 8-inch-diameter water wells ranging in depths to about 180 m below land surface. Processed BTV records (Fig. 14) provide information on the distribution and arrangement of fractures in the shallow subsurface that become an integral part of hydrogeological framework interpretations developed for ground-water-resources projects.

**Fig. 7.** Steeply-dipping extension fractures in the Passaic Fm. are commonly filled with fibrous calcite with centralized sutures indicating synchronous filling or healing of the fracture during opening and growth. Fractures grow by linking smaller fractures into larger ones. (a) Shows a hand sample of veins in red mudstone from the Passaic Fm. Photomicrograph b shows ‘syntaxial’ vein morphology (Durney and Ramsay, 1973) with calcite-mineral fibers in optical continuity with calcite grains along the fracture walls. Fibers grew from the fracture walls toward a central suture line located about midway between the walls. Included bands of red mudstone in the central field of view (b) show that fractures coalesce through growth and linkage and capture bridges (a) otherwise separating adjacent, en échelon fractures.

**Fig. 8.** S1 (early) fractures arranged en échelon in spaced arrays with boundaries having S2 orientations. S1 fractures have tips that locally curve into alignment with later extension and cross fracture strikes. Outcrop of Lockatong Fm. red argillite.
(Herman, 2001, 2006a,b). OPTV records are used here to further demonstrate S1 through S3 fracture distributions and geometry, including fracture-group interactions. OPTV records commonly provide detailed, visual records of small-scale structural relationships, including localized, normal dip-slip shear offset of sedimentary strata across small faults having the same orientation as associated extension fractures (Figs. 15b and 16a,b).

Relative ages of the different fracture groups is based on fracture morphology and interactions as seen in the outcrop and BTV data, and the spatial distribution of the different groups in the stratigraphic sequence; S1 fractures are older than S2, which are older than S3. S1 veins occur with the highest frequency in the older, Late Triassic sedimentary rocks including the Stockton, Lockatong and the lower parts of the Passaic Fm., where they are locally folded.

Fig. 9. Steeply-dipping, en échelon extension fractures locally form conjugate arrays (a) having the geometry of normal dip-slip shear zones (b). (a) Shows profile view of vein arrays in Passaic Fm. red mudstone in the hanging wall of the Flemington fault. These S2 veins average about 70° dip when bedding is restored to a pre-tilt (horizontal) alignment (Fig. 11 and Herman, 2001). This value directly agrees with the angle of inclined-shear failure reported for material moving in faulted, extended hanging walls (Xiao and Suppe, 1992; Dula, 1991; Withjack et al., 1995).

Fig. 10. Finite strain analysis of a steeply-dipping, Mode I crack in profile. (a) The trace of the pre-fractured, horizontal, strata surface corresponds with the x-axis. After fracturing (b), strata are positively extended in the stretching direction (ε_x) and apparently rotated in a direction opposite that of fracture dip (δ = 70°) as a result of fracture opening. Displacement of reference points P2 and P3 along the x-axis into their fractured positions (P2' and P3' in b) illustrates how steeply-dipping fractures impart stratigraphic dip across fracture interstices. This exercise shows that a fracture dipping at 70° with a fracture aperture to inter-fracture spacing ratio of ~ 1/10 imparts ~9% horizontal stretching, ~3% vertical stretching, and ~1.5° apparent stratigraphic dip in the direction opposing fracture dip.
normal to bedding (Figs. 4e,f and 15a) from sedimentary compaction during burial and lithification. In contrast, compaction folding of S2 veins is rare and folding of S3 veins has not been observed. Moreover, S1 veins have the most complex vein-fill morphologies including crack-seal banding and recrystallization of vein-fill with mosaic calcite (Figs. 4b and 5b) and localized hydrothermal alteration (bleaching) of fracture walls from the reduction or removal of iron as hematite. Hydrothermal fluids convectively circulating in basin strata during the Late Triassic to Early Jurassic caused localized high-temperature (>100 °C) alteration of earlier diagenetic minerals (Steckler et al., 1993; Van de Kamp and Leake, 1996).

S2 fractures occur with higher frequency in the upper part of the Passaic Fm. and Early Jurassic strata (Figs. 1 and 18). They commonly have simple, straight mineral fibers filling fracture interstices (Figs. 6b and 7b) and are seen crosscutting and terminating against (butting into) S1 fractures (Figs. 3b and 17b). The structural link between S1 and S2 fractures is locally seen in outcrop where fringe cracks (Younes and Engelder, 1999) with hackly surfaces bridge S1 and S2 fractures (Herman, 2005a). These cracks propagate away from S1 fracture tips and curve towards and into S2 fractures, thereby preserving evidence of the geometric transition between the overlapping fracture sets and their relative ages. In places, S1 veins form en échelon arrays with crack tips and hackles that gradually twist into alignment with array boundaries having later S2 strikes (Fig. 8). S1 fractures also open along S2 azimuths in outcrop where these two fracture systems overlap (Herman, 2001a).

S3 fractures are late-stage extension fractures that cut across, and locally terminate against both S1 and S2 earlier sets (Figs. 3a, 4c, and 17c). S3 fractures occur with the highest frequency in the northeastern parts of the basin where Early Jurassic strata crop out, especially along N–S striking fault segments near mapped fault tips of intrabasinal fault systems (Figs. 1 and 18). S3 and S3C extension fractures also occur in southeastern parts of the basin north of the Trenton Prong where E–W striking, late-stage, wrench faults are mapped (Herman, 2005a).

5. Fracturing with respect to the age of strata, faulting and tectonic plate motions

Steeply-dipping extension fractures are an integral part of the basin’s structure. They record accumulated brittle strain as part of the regional tectonic history. Their orientation, distribution, morphology and vein-fill mineralogy record incremental strains and variations in pore-fluid chemistries developed throughout the tectonic history of the basin beginning in the Late Triassic. There are no radiometric age dates reported for fracture-fill minerals in the Newark basin, but the ages of the different fracture groups are constrained by the rocks they affect.
S1 fracture sets occur most frequently in Late Triassic rocks (Fig. 1). Compaction-folded S1 veins (Figs. 4e,f and 15a) occur in strata within hanging wall blocks of the border faults and subparallel segments of the Hopewell fault system. They reflect early extension and lithologic compaction accompanying sedimentary loading. These relations, together with having S1 fractures and brittle deformation zones occurring locally in Early Jurassic diabase (Herman, 2005a) indicate a prolonged phase of S1 tension directed normal to the structural axis of the basin through the Late Triassic and into the earliest Jurassic period (Fig. 19).

The structural transition between S1- and S2-phase fracturing appears to have been continuous based on the aforementioned occurrence of gradual twist hackles bridging S1 and S2 fracture surfaces. However, these bridging structures are physically small in comparison to much larger and well organized S1 and S2 surfaces and therefore may signal a relatively abrupt reorientation of an evolving, regional stress field. S2 maxima are aligned about 20–30° counterclockwise with respect to S1 maxima (Fig. 1). This reflects clockwise, incremental rotation of the stretching direction for the developing continental margin (Fig. 19) preceding the onset of seafloor spreading sometime during the Early to Mid Jurassic (Benson, 2002). Overlapping fractures and faults having acute angular arrangements agree with overlapping and stepped fault arrangements in analog clay model and sandbox studies of oblique-rift and strike-slip models (Schlische et al., 2002; McClay and Bonora, 2001).

Fig. 13. A schematic profile of basin strata showing progressive strain associated with the development of punctuated S2 fracture sets from Flemington to New Brunswick, NJ. Map trace of profile shown on Fig. 18.

Fig. 14. Schematic diagram illustrating how cylindrical BTV records are processed by ‘unwrapping’, flattening, and transforming borehole data. The trough of the trace (or the bottom of the ‘V’) gives the structure dip azimuth. Higher dips correlate with sharper Vs.
S2 fractures sets in the Passaic Fm. are mostly cemented with fibrous calcite, are rarely folded by lithologic compaction, and therefore postdate lithification of most Late Triassic sedimentary deposits. S2 fractures occur with the highest frequency in uppermost parts of the Late Triassic Passaic Fm., in Early Jurassic rocks (Figs. 1 and 18), and near mapped traces of major, intrabasinal fault segments of the Flemington (Herman, 1997), Hopewell (Monteverde et al., 2003) and New Brunswick fault systems (Stanford et al., 1998). These crustal-scale faults locally splay from and strike obliquely to the northwestern border faults (Fig. 1) and probably developed from the coalescence of S2 tension fractures distributed in punctuated swarms throughout the center of the basin (Fig. 13). The S2 extension phase reflects a period of accelerated crustal stretching and basin subsidence that affected continental crust throughout the region beginning sometime during the Early Jurassic. Late Triassic bedrock and older basement are also intruded by Early Jurassic igneous dikes having S2-maximum alignment in the southwest part of the basin (Fig. 1). Laney et al. (1995) mapped late-stage leucocratic dikes, zoned veins, hydrothermal veins, and strike-slip faults of S2 alignment cutting the Lambertville diabase sill. Merguerian and Sanders (1994) mapped chevron folds plunging N75°W in the Lockatong Fm. at the base of the Palisades sill in northern New Jersey. They interpreted these folds as resulting from intrusive flow emplacement toward the NE, normal to the S2 stretching direction outlined here. The body of evidence therefore points to S2 extension fracturing lasting throughout the estimated ~ 580 Ky duration of magmatic activity in the basin (Olsen et al., 1996b) beginning near the close of the Late Triassic at about 201 Mya (Sutter, 1988; Dunning and Hodych, 1990). S2 extension on existing faults of S1 strike would have resulted in oblique-normal slip reactivation on the border faults as reported by Ratcliffe and Burton (1985).

The structural transition between S2- and S3-phase fracturing is also apparently continuous, resulting in upward-twisting fractures and faults reflecting another ~ 30° counterclockwise reorientation of the principal stretching direction postdating lithification of Early Jurassic basalt. Steeply-dipping faults in the New Brunswick fault system having S2 strikes curve into S3 alignment near fault tips cutting Early Jurassic basalt of the Watchung Mt. region (Fig. 18). Upward twisting, curvilinear jointing in these basalts reported by Faust (1978) also record this incremental, rotational strain.

S3 fractures are more locally restricted in their occurrence than both S1 and S2 groups and more problematic with respect to their tectonic history, insofar as they appear to stem both from a late phase of continental extension, then subsequent compression. During late-stage, S3 extension, the basin was stretched E–W to ENE (in its current orientation) with concurrent development of N–S to WNW striking, high-angle, oblique-slip normal faults. These faults splay into late-stage, E–W striking oblique faults including the Chalfont fault in Pennsylvania (Herman, 2005a,b). Late-stage,
Fig. 16. OPTV records including a virtual, wrapped core (a) and unwrapped display (b) showing a S2 small normal fault and veins, and S3C veins butting into S1 vein (c). Records on left are in Passaic Fm. red and gray mudstone and black shale. c is of Passaic Fm. red mudstone. Depths below land surface (blls) indicated in feet in a.

Fig. 17. Fracture geometry from three OPTV records. (a) Shows S3 vein butting into S1 vein in red and gray argillite of the Lockatong Fm. (b) Shows S2 veins butting into S1 vein in the lower part of the Passaic Fm. (c) Shows S3C vein butting into S2 vein in red mudstone from the middle part of the Passaic Fm.
leucocratic, igneous dikes as much as a couple of meters thick and smaller, zoned veins also cut Early Jurassic diabase sills at steep angles along S3 trends near the Hopewell fault (Laney et al., 1995; NJ Geological Survey library notes on the Pennington Diabase quarry). These S3 extension fractures, dikes, and faults cut across and offset S1 and S2 features and therefore indicate a finite, counterclockwise rotation of the principal extension direction in the region of about 50–60° before the onset of the regional tectonic compression and basin inversion (Fig. 19).

Mineralized S3C cross fractures have also been mapped in Early Jurassic basalt and diabase and in Late Triassic sedimentary bedrock north of the Trenton Prong in the hanging wall of the Hopewell fault (Herman, 2005a). They strike about E–W, are complimentary in strike to S3 extension fractures, and faults cut across and offset S1 and S2 features and therefore indicate a finite, counterclockwise rotation of the principal extension direction in the region of about 50–60° before the onset of the regional tectonic compression and basin inversion (Fig. 19).

Mineralized S3C cross fractures have also been mapped in Early Jurassic basalt and diabase and in Late Triassic sedimentary bedrock north of the Trenton Prong in the hanging wall of the Hopewell fault (Herman, 2005a). They strike about E–W, are complimentary in strike to S3 extension fractures, and may represent late-stage dilation and mineralization of earlier, curvilinear, non-systematic cross fractures optimally aligned for reactivation and growth in post-rift and contemporary, compressive-stress fields. In areas having young faults striking parallel to S3C veins, vein fibers in S2 fractures locally show complex, incremental rotations (Fig. 5a), mechanically-twinned calcite fibers (Fig. 5a) and shearing along fracture walls (Fig. 5c). Basin strata in these areas are cut, uplifted, and folded by late-stage, high-angle block faults (Herman, 2005a) forming positive flower structures (Harding, 1985). In eastern Pennsylvania, some Early Jurassic diabase dikes strike about E–W, cut Late Triassic strata and other dikes oriented along S2 directions, and align en échelon with late-stage, cross-strike, oblique-slip faults including the Chalfont fault (Fig. 1). The Chalfont strike bisects the S3C sector and cuts, offsets and folds Early Jurassic diabase (Berg et al., 1980).

6. Discussion

Based on the extension-fracture criteria outlined above, the mid-Atlantic continental margin in the Newark basin region involved Late Triassic to Early Jurassic rifting that later evolved into a third extension phase prior to the onset of regional compression. The timing and driving forces behind the shift from continental extension to compression is uncertain and the focus of continuing research and debate (see summaries and discussions by de Boer and Clifford, 1988; Schlische, 2003; among others). Appel and
Fenster (1977) attributed oblique- to strike-slip reactivated motion on conjugate faults with S1 and S2 strikes as resulting from late compression directed normal to the continental margin and resulting in coeval slip on the conjugate systems. But as demonstrated above, S1–S3 extension fractures appear as having formed during separate tectonic episodes as part of a strain continuum involving incremental plate rotations within a tensional stress field. This latter scenario predicts oblique normal slip on progressively earlier S1–S3 fracture and fault groups during rifting stages until regional plate stress and rotation polarities changed. Current directions of principal horizontal compression in the region ($s_{ph}$ in Fig. 19) acting on preexisting S1–S3 extension planes would produce dextral-slip components on S1 and S2 planes but sinistral-slip components on pre-existing S3 planes (Fig. 19). More detailed fault-slip analyses using kinematic indicators such as small drag folds and slicken sided shear planes are needed in order to confirm these relationships.

The plate rotations diagrammed in Fig. 19a outline a specific evolution of stretching episodes in the Newark basin since the Late Triassic. They show how plate rotation in one direction results in evolving, extensional strain fields in the opposite direction. The rotation values represent maximum values based on the fracture geometry and assuming a fixed plate rotation pole and spreading ridge. Actual plate rotations are less when poles and ridges vary in position and orientation through time, as during Mesozoic rifting and development of the Atlantic Ocean. Spreading-ridge jumps and shifts into new alignment during Jurassic–Cretaceous opening of the north–central Atlantic region (Klitgord and Schouten, 1986) reflects continuous, northward-progressive opening of the ocean basin through the Mesozoic. Periodic shifts in position and alignment of opening centers involve large transform faults separating crustal blocks subject to different tensional stresses. Overall clockwise rotations of the North American plate (NAP) during the Mesozoic is supported by analyses of paleomagnetic Euler poles (Gordon et al., 1984; Butler, 1992) and plate-reconstruction models (Scotese and Sager, 1988; http://www.scotese.com/natlanim.htm). These same data and models also show counterclockwise rotation of the NAP during the Cenozoic and perhaps, a concomitant changes in NAP stresses from tension to compression. Current components of horizontal crustal compression (Fig. 1) are consistent with late-stage strain indicators in the Newark basin including the arrangements of basement-rooted, reverse- to oblique-slip block faults that modified earlier structures (Lucas et al., 1988; Schlische, 1992) and continue to reflect current plate motions and crustal seismicity (Herman, 2006c). These ‘young’ faults and folds probably link with other young structures extending beyond the basin into surrounding foreland and hinterland regions, including Cretaceous bedrock of the NJ Coastal Plain (Herman, 2005b). The precise age, map extent and geometry of these late-stage faults remain elusive but may involve anomalous fault systems mapped throughout the region during the past half century (Drake and Woodward, 1963; Woodward, 1964; Sheridan, 1976; Root and Hoskins, 1977; Sumner, 1978; Manspeizer and Cousminer, 1988; Hutchinson et al., 1986).

More work is needed to resolve the timing and driving mechanism behind NAP rotation-pole shifts and polarity reversals of plate motion. Also, indicators of current plate stresses need to be...
reconciled with strain indicators relating episodes of basin inversion directed normal to the current structural grain of the NAP margin (Goldberg et al., 2003; Schlische, 2003) and N–S as determined by a calcite-twin strain analysis in the northern reaches of the basin (Lomando and Engelder, 1984) and late-stage thrust faults in the Hartford basin (Wise, 1988). Comparative studies of extension-fracture dynamics in Early Mesozoic basins along the NAP eastern margin should provide insight into more regional processes and tectonic strain fields.
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